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By Sherman Alexie

Hanging Loose Press,U.S., United States, 2000. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Poetry. Native American Studies. Whether slyly identifying irony as a white man s
invention, or deftly moving from prose-like multilayered narratives to formal poetry and song
structures, this fifth collection from poet, novelist, and screenwriter Alexie demonstrates many of
his skills. Most prominent perhaps is his ability to handle multiple perspectives and complex
psychological subject matter with a humor that feeds readability: Successful non-Indian writers are
viewed as well-informed about Indian life. Successful mixed-blood writers are viewed as wonderful
translators of Indian life. Successful Indian writers are viewed as traditional storytellers of Indian
life. Poems such as the title one, a haunting chant for lost family, and The Theology of Cockroaches,
do some vivid scene setting: .never/woke to a wall filled with cockroaches/spelling out my name,
never/stepped into a dark room and heard/the cockroaches baying at the moon. At times Alexie
allows his language, within the lineated poems almost exclusively, to slacken into cliche. The
opening, multipart prose piece The Unauthorized Biography of Me is arguably the strongest in the
book, juxtaposing roughly chronological anecdotes with An Incomplete List of People I Wish Were
Indian...
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ReviewsReviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Jarod Bartoletti-- Jarod Bartoletti

It is an remarkable pdf that I actually have actually read. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i actually have go through during my very own life and may be he very best book for actually.
-- Hailey Jast Jr.-- Hailey Jast Jr.
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